In Drosophila, short-term (STH) and long-term habituation (LTH) of olfactory avoidance behavior are believed to arise from the selective potentiation of GABAergic synapses between multiglomerular local circuit interneurons (LNs) and projection neurons in the antennal lobe. However, the underlying mechanisms remain poorly understood. Here, we show that synapsin (syn) function is necessary for STH and that syn 97 -null mutant defects in STH can be rescued by syn ϩ cDNA expression solely in the LN1 subset of GABAergic local interneurons. As synapsin is a synaptic vesicle-clustering phosphoprotein, these observations identify a presynaptic mechanism for STH as well as the inhibitory interneurons in which this mechanism is deployed. Serine residues 6 and/or 533, potential kinase target sites of synapsin, are necessary for synapsin function suggesting that synapsin phosphorylation is essential for STH. Consistently, biochemical analyses using a phospho-synapsin-specific antiserum show that synapsin is a target of Ca 2ϩ calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) phosphorylation in vivo. Additional behavioral and genetic observations demonstrate that CaMKII function is necessary in LNs for STH. Together, these data support a model in which CaMKII-mediated synapsin phosphorylation in LNs induces synaptic vesicle mobilization and thereby presynaptic facilitation of GABA release that underlies olfactory STH. Finally, the striking observation that LTH occurs normally in syn 97 mutants indicates that signaling pathways for STH and LTH diverge upstream of synapsin function in GABAergic interneurons.
Introduction
Mechanisms for synaptic plasticity have been intensively analyzed in reduced preparations, e.g., in hippocampal or corticalslice preparations and in neuromuscular synapses, e.g., of Aplysia, crayfish, frog, lamprey, and Drosophila. In contrast, synaptic mechanisms underlying specific forms of behavioral learning are less well understood in vivo, in terms of the signaling pathways engaged by experience as well as the cell types in which these mechanisms operate. The analysis of such in vivo mechanisms of plasticity requires an accessible neural circuit, whose properties are measurably altered by experience.
The olfactory response in Drosophila is initiated by the activation of odorant receptors expressed in the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs), which project into the antennal lobe (AL) and form synapses with glomerulus-specific projection neurons (PNs) that wire to both, the mushroom bodies (MB) and the lateral protocerebrum. OSNs and PNs also activate multiglomerular excitatory and inhibitory local interneurons (LNs), which mediate lateral and intraglomerular inhibition in the AL (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007; Chou et al., 2010) . We recently provided strong evidence for a model in which Drosophila olfactory habituation, i.e., reduced olfactory avoidance caused by previous exposure to an odorant arises through potentiation of inhibitory transmission between GABAergic LNs and PNs of the AL (Das et al., 2011) . In this study, we analyze the molecular basis of this potentiation and propose a mechanism that could lead to increased presynaptic GABA release after odorant exposure.
Synapsins are a conserved family of synaptic vesicle-associated proteins. They are predominantly associated with the reserve pool of synaptic vesicles and their phosphorylation by kinases such as calcium-dependent protein kinases (CaMKs), protein kinase A (PKA), and MAPK/Erk, result in the mobilization of these vesicles and thereby induces presynaptic facilitation (Südhof et al., 1989; Greengard et al., 1993 Cesca et al., 2010) . While synapsin may play key roles in behavioral plasticity in mammals (Cui et al., 2008) , its functions in learning and memory remain mysterious in part because mammals have three synapsins (I, II, and III) encoded by three different genes (Sü dhof et al., 1989; Hosaka and Süd-hof, 1998a, b) .
Recent studies of the single synapsin gene in Drosophila (Klagges et al., 1996; Diegelmann et al., 2013) show that it is required for adult anesthesia-sensitive memory of odor-shock association (Knapek et al., 2010) . Larval associative memory requires synapsin with intact phosphorylation target sites (Ser6 and Ser533) likely operating in a subset of MB neurons (Michels et al., 2005 (Michels et al., , 2011 .
Here, we ask whether, where, and how synapsin functions in olfactory habituation. Our observations indicate that short-term habituation (STH) requires synapsin function as well as its CaMKII-dependent phosphorylation in the LN1 subset of inhibitory interneurons in the AL. These point to presynaptic facilitation of GABA release as being a crucial mechanism for STH. The observation that long-term habituation (LTH) forms normally in syn 97 mutants indicates that this form of long-term memory can be encoded without transition through a short-term memory stage.
Materials and Methods
Fly reagents. All flies were raised at 25°C on standard cornmeal agar medium; Canton S (CS) flies were used as wild-type controls for all the behavioral experiments, unless otherwise specified. The flies used for experiments were obtained from different sources: LN1-Gal4 (II) from Kei Ito (University of Tokyo), GAD1-Gal4 (II) from Gero Miesenböck (Oxford University, Oxford, UK), UAS-CaMKII RNAi (II) (Löhr et al., 2002; Godenschwege et al., 2004; Michels et al., 2011) . For this study the syn 97 flies had been backcrossed to wild-type CS over at least 12 generations to avoid the influence of genetic background effects (Godenschwege et al., 2004; Michels et al., 2005) . For rescue experiments all Gal4 drivers were crossed into the syn 97 -null mutant background. Protocol for inducing habituation. For measuring the olfactory responses of flies, we used the Y-maze apparatus as previously described (Das et al., 2011) . Protocols for inducing and measuring habituation were also as described earlier (Das et al., 2011; McCann et al., 2011; Sudhakaran et al., 2012) .
For STH. Four-day-old flies were starved overnight (ϳ25-30 flies per vial with a moist filter paper). These flies were subjected to a pretest to measure the naive response to either 10 Ϫ3 dilution of ethyl butyrate (EB) or to 5% CO 2 . For EB exposure, flies were transferred to a 125 ml glass bottle in which a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 5% EB (diluted in paraffin oil) with perforated lid was suspended. For inducing STH to CO 2 , the vials containing the flies were covered with cheesecloth and placed inside a CO 2 (15%) incubator. After 30 min of EB or CO 2 exposure, the flies' responses were tested to 10 Ϫ3 EB or to 5% CO 2 , respectively, using the Y-maze.
For LTH. Flies (0-to 12-h-old; ϳ100 -130) were transferred to a plastic bottle containing fresh cornmeal media. A 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 20% EB (diluted in paraffin oil) covered with perforated plastic wrap was suspended inside the bottle containing the flies, whereas for CO 2 exposure, the bottles were covered with cheesecloth and placed inside a CO 2 (5%) incubator for 4 d. Control flies (mock) were exposed to 1 ml of paraffin oil or to air for 4 d at 25°C. After an overnight starvation, control and exposed flies were tested for the behavioral response using the Y-maze.
Response index (RI) was calculated for naive/mock-and odorexposed flies, based on the fraction of flies in the odorant compartment minus the fraction of flies in the air compartment divided by the total number of files that participated in the experiment. The RI values were presented as the percentage response of the naive response of the flies (except Fig. 1C ). Statistical significance was determined by Student's t test and ANOVA including Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (*p Ͻ 0.05/Bonferroni correction factor (BCF), **p Ͻ 0.01/BCF, ***p Ͻ 0.001/BCF, respectively). BCF ϭ 2 for Figs. 1B, 2 E, F, 4 B, C,D, 5A; BCF ϭ 3 for Fig. 5B ; BCF ϭ 5 for Fig. 2B ; BCF ϭ 6 for Fig. 3D ) using OriginPro data analyzing and graphing software.
Conditional expression experiments using the heat-sensitive Gal4 suppressor, ts . For synapsin rescue experiments, flies were grown and maintained at 18°C until 3 d after eclosion. Flies were shifted to 29°C 1 d before testing. For RNAi-mediated knock down and for UASCaMKII-ala overexpression experiments, flies were raised at 18°C and after eclosion 0-to 12-h-old flies were shifted to 29°C and aged for 4 d. Control flies for knock down and rescue experiments were maintained at 18°C.
For LTH experiments (LN1-Gal4; tub-Gal80 ts Ͼ UAS-CaMKII-ala), 0-to 12-h-old flies were exposed to odorant and controls to paraffin oil, for 4 d at 29°C. and genotype controls at 18°C.
Flies were starved in their respective temperature regimes for 6 h and 1 h at room temperature, before subjecting them to the Y-maze behavioral test.
Immunohistochemistry. Adult fly brain dissections were performed in 1ϫ PBS and fixed in freshly prepared 4% EM grade paraformaldehyde (prepared in 1ϫ PBS) for 30 min at room temperature. Fixative was removed and the samples were washed with 0.3% PTX (0.3% of Triton X in 1ϫ PBS) for 1 h (3 washes ϫ 20 min) at room temperature. Blocking was performed at room temperature for 30 min using 5% normal goat serum prepared in 0.3% PTX and incubated at 4°C for 48 h for labeling with primary antibodies. After incubation, brains were washed with 0.3% PTX (3 washes ϫ 20 min) and incubated overnight at 4°C with secondary antibodies. The labeled samples were washed with 0.3% PTX (3 washes ϫ 20 min) and mounted using Vectashield (H-1000; Vector Laboratories). The primary antibodies, mouse ␣-synapsin (mAb 3C11, 1:10) and mouse ␣-Bruchpilot (mAb nc82, 1:10), were acquired from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank in Iowa. The secondary antibodies were Alexa 488-and Alexa 568-coupled goat ␣-mouse from Invitrogen used in 1:400 dilutions. All the images (optical sections 0.5 m intervals with a picture size of 512 ϫ 512 pixels) were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV1000 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope; Olympus). Data processing and pseudocoloring were performed using Adobe Photoshop CS3 (Adobe Systems).
Glomerular measurements. To quantify the change in glomerular volume before and after LTH, acquired confocal images were first converted into tiff files and then imported into Amira 5.2.0 software (Visage Imaging). Using the nc82 staining, 3D reconstruction of glomeruli was generated to calculate their volumes (Das et al., 2011) . Genotypes and experimental conditions were coded such that the experimenter was blind with respect to these parameters. Only female flies were used for dissections and single data point represents mean of at least 16 -20 measured glomerular volumes. Student's t test with Bonferroni correction was applied to the raw data points to calculate the statistical significance between different experimental conditions. SDS-PAGE and Western blotting protocol. The procedure for SDS-PAGE and Western blotting has been described in detail previously (Halder et al., 2011) and was adapted with minor modifications. Briefly, after protein transfer, the membranes were blocked overnight in 5% (w/v) nonfat dry milk (Carl Roth) prepared in 1ϫ TBST (100 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.5% v/v Tween 20) at 4°C. Next day, the blots were incubated for 2 h at room temperature with primary antibodies at suitable dilutions in 1ϫ TBST. Thereafter the blots were incubated for 1 h with secondary antibodies: goat ␣-mouse horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and goat ␣-rabbit HRP at dilution of 1:3000 (both from Invitrogen). Blots were developed with an ECL kit (GE Healthcare) and visualized using AGFA CP-1000 x-ray film. The following antibodies were used: mouse monoclonal ␣-synapsin (mAb 3C11; 1:200) and mouse monoclonal ␣-SAP47 (mAb nc46; 1:200; Hofbauer et al., 2009 
Results

Synapsin is necessary for STH
Synapsin-null mutants (syn 97 ) are viable and healthy (Godenschwege et al., 2004) and therefore can be used for behavioral studies of olfactory response measured using a Y-maze apparatus. In wild-type Drosophila 30 min of odorant exposure (5% EB or 15% CO 2 ) results in the odorant-specific decrement of olfactory avoidance that recovers within 1 h (Das et al., 2011; Fig. 1B) . This phenomenon of STH is lost in syn 97 mutants, indicating that synapsin is necessary for the establishment of this form of nonassociative memory ( Fig. 1 A, Ϫ3 dilutions) are very similar to those of wild-type flies (Fig. 1C) . Thus, the STH phenotype of syn 97 flies is not due to an inability to detect and respond to EB and presumably to other odors.
Synapsin function is required in AL GABAergic local interneurons
Synapsin is a neuronal protein localized in the majority of presynaptic terminals, where it functions to enable presynaptic facilitation (Godenschwege et al., 2004; Akbergenova and Bykhovskaia, 2007) . Given the requirement of synapsin for STH, we next performed experiments to identify the specific neuronal type in the olfactory circuit where synapsin function is sufficient and where it is necessary. This, in turn would identify the specific presynaptic terminals in which short-term facilitation operates in olfactory habituation. We therefore first asked if expression of wild-type synapsin in specific neuronal subsets was sufficient to rescue STH defects in Drosophila syn 97 mutants and then asked further if RNAi-mediated knock down of synapsin in these neuronal subsets blocked STH in otherwise wild-type flies.
We used the Drosophila Gal4 system combined with UASsyn ϩ in syn 97 background (Michels et al., 2011) and UASsyn RNAi transgenes in wild-type background for these experiments. Expression of a wild-type synapsin construct in either the LN1 class of GABAergic local interneurons or in all GABA-positive neurons marked by GAD1-Gal4 rescues the syn 97 defect for STH (Fig. 2A1,A2 In contrast, the expression of synapsin in the vast majority of AL PNs (GH146-Gal4Ͼ UAS-syn ϩ ,syn 97 /syn 97 ; Fig. 2A3 ) or MB neurons using mb247-Gal4 (mb247-Gal4Ͼ UAS-syn ϩ ,syn 97 / syn 97 ; Fig. 2A4 ), has no effect on syn 97 mutant phenotype (Fig. 2B , Table 1 ; Das et al., 2011, see their supplementary data for the various Gal4 controls). This is significant because: (1) activation of GH146-positive PNs is necessary and sufficient for inducing habituation to EB (Sudhakaran et al., 2012) and (2) synapsin likely functions in mb247-expressing MB neurons for larval associative learning (Michels et al., 2011) . To rule out the possibility that synapsin plays a role on the normal development of LN1 interneurons and to further test the sufficiency and necessity of synapsin expression in adult LN1 neurons, we used the tub-Gal80 ts system in which a temperaturesensitive form of Gal80, an inhibitor of Gal4, is ubiquitously expressed for adult-specific syn ϩ rescue in syn 97 background or adult-specific syn RNAi knock down in the wild-type background (Fig. 2C,D) . Cell-specific, conditional rescue experiments suggest that synapsin function in adult LN1 neurons (in LN1-Gal4Ͼ tub-Gal80 ts ; UAS-syn ϩ ,syn 97 /syn 97 flies) is sufficient to allow induction of STH to EB and CO 2 (Fig. 2C , Table 1 ). In addition, adult-specific removal of synapsin in LN1 neurons using RNAi ts Ͼ UAS-syn RNAi flies) results in the block of STH showing that synapsin is necessary in these neurons (Fig. 2D , Table 1) .
Thus, synapsin function in LN1 neurons is sufficient and necessary for STH. Together with prior work (Das et al., 2011) these data indicate a key role for synapsin-mediated facilitation of transmitter release in the potentiation of LN-PN synapses during STH. Cesca et al., 2010; Giachello et al., 2012; Diegelmann et al., 2013) . This allows additional synaptic vesicles to be made available for neurotransmitter release. Consistent with this, at the Drosophila larval motor synapse, tetanic stimulation results in the transient increase of neurotransmitter release by mobilization of vesicles from the reserved pool to the active pool through a synapsin-dependent mechanism (Kuromi and Kidokoro, 2000, 2002; Akbergenova and Bykhovskaia, 2007) . Thus synapsin acts as a regulator for neurotransmitter release.
Synapsin phosphorylation sites are essential for STH
Drosophila synapsin is phosphorylated at least at seven sites identified by mass spectrometry and verified by phosphatase treatment (Nuwal et al., 2011) . Two additional sites, motif 1 in the conserved "A" domain and motif 2 near the "E" domain, conform to both the PKA (RRxS) and the CaMKII (RxxS) consensus motifs ( Fig. 3A ; Klagges et al., 1996; Diegelmann et al., 2006) . We tested whether these two potential phosphorylation sites are essential for synapsin function in STH, using a transgenic synapsin construct mutated at these predicted kinasephosphorylation sites.
In the Drosophila phospho-mutated synapsin construct (UAS-syn ala-ala ), the serine 6 (S6) and 533 (S533) at the two predicted consensus motifs (RRxS) for kinases are replaced by alanines (Michels et al., 2011) . This mutant construct is efficiently expressed but not phosphorylated at motif 1 in vivo, as judged using antibodies against synapsin (3C11) and a phospho-specific antiserum that recognizes the S6-phosphorylated form of synapsin (␣-Psyn-S6 We excluded the possibility of a dominant-negative effect of the transgene by confirming that expression of the UAS-syn ala-ala construct in LN1 and GAD1-positive neurons did not affect normal STH in animals heterozygous for syn 97 . Thus, LN1-Gal4Ͼ UAS-syn ala-ala ,syn 97 /ϩ and GAD1-Gal4Ͼ UAS-syn ala-ala ,syn 97 /ϩ flies showed STH similar to that of wild-type flies (Fig. 3D , first, fifth, and sixth pair of bars; note that a dominant-negative effect of the drivers is excluded both by these data, and by the successful rescue when driving the wild-type construct; Fig. 2B) .
Thus, the observation that synapsin phosphorylation sites are required for STH indicates that synapsin phosphorylation is necessary in GABAergic LN1 neurons for its function in STH and supports a model in which kinase-dependent synapsin phosphorylation mobilizes reserve synaptic vesicles in LN1 neurons and thereby enhances GABA release from the LN1 presynapse. This increase in neurotransmitter release from LN1 neurons leads to enhanced inhibition onto PNs and reduced odor-evoked PN responses after olfactory habituation.
CaMKII phosphorylates synapsin at S6 and is required for normal STH
Previous work has shown PKA-dependent recruitment of synaptic reserve pool vesicles possibly mediated by synapsin in Drosophila (Kuromi and Kidokoro, 2000; Fiumara et al., 2004) and revealed that phosphorylation of synapsin by PKA enhances neurotransmitter release in other invertebrates (Fiumara et al., 2004) . However, the PKA target consensus RRxS also conforms to the CaMKII target consensus RxxS, which may be particularly relevant since mammalian synapsin is a known substrate for CaMKII (Kao et al., 1999; . Thus the observed requirement of S6 and/or S533 for STH could also indicate a requirement of synapsin phosphorylation by CaMKII. S6 in this context is of particular interest, because it is evolutionarily conserved and it has been shown that the PKA consensus, RRFS, at S6 is edited in most pre-mRNAs by ADAR enzyme to effectively encode RGFS, which although no longer a substrate for bovine PKA in vitro (Diegelmann et al., 2006 ) still conforms to the CaMKII consensus RxxS (this edited form of the protein rescues odor-reward learning in Drosophila larvae; Michels et al., 2011 ). We therefore first tested whether Drosophila synapsin could be a substrate for CaMKII and then tested whether CaMKII activity is necessary for behavioral habituation.
To test whether CaMKII activity is necessary to phosphorylate synapsin, we used the elav-Gal4 driver for the targeted expression of a peptide inhibitor for CaMKII (UAS-CaMKII-ala; Griffith et al., 1993) and asked how this affected the phosphorylation state of endogenous synapsin. Compared with parental control flies, synapsin from elav-Gal4Ͼ UAS-CaMKII-ala head homogenates showed an increased abundance of an isoform with higher electrophoretic mobility (Fig. 4A, left blot) , and a strong reduction of an S6 phosphorylated isoform that is specifically recognized by the ␣-Psyn-S6 antiserum (Fig. 4A, right blot) . This suggests that upon expression of the CaMKII inhibitor there is more nonphosphorylated and less phosphorylated synapsin, arguing that CaMKII is involved in the phosphorylation of synapsin S6 in vivo, either directly or indirectly (e.g., via another downstream kinase).
If indeed CaMKII regulation of synapsin is required for its in vivo function in STH, then one would expect that CaMKII function in LNs to be necessary for STH. We tested this prediction.
Using the tub-Gal80 ts conditional expression system, we expressed the CaMKII inhibitory peptide in the LN1 subset of local interneurons (LN1-Gal4; tub-Gal80 ts Ͼ UAS-CaMKII-ala). When reared, maintained, and tested at a temperature permissive for Gal80 ts function (18°C), flies displayed normal STH; however, when the 18°C-reared adult flies were shifted to 29°C for 4 d to induce the CaMKII inhibitor peptide in LN1 neurons, flies showed significantly reduced STH compared with controls (Fig. 4B, Table 1 ). The conclusion that CaMKII is necessary in LN1 neurons for STH is further supported by the observation that RNAi-mediated knock down of CaMKII in LN1 cells has the same effect as the CaMKII inhibitory peptide expression: LN1-Gal4; tub-Gal80
RNAi flies reared at 18°C and shifted to 29°C for 4 d, showed no detectable STH (Fig. 4C, Table 1 ). Thus, CaMKII Ϫ3 concentration of EB are shown in light gray and dark gray bars, respectively. ***p value Ͻ 0.001 calculated using Student's t test with Bonferroni correction. Error bars indicate mean Ϯ SEM; N is 9 -11 sets of flies for each bar (Table 1) .
has a key role in olfactory habituation as well as for synapsin phosphorylation, which is necessary for STH.
LTH is synapsin independent although it depends on CaMKII and cAMP signaling
Additional experiments indicated that inhibition of CaMKII in LNs also blocked LTH (Fig. 4D, Table 2 ). Given the need for CaMKII activity for LTH, we further tested whether synapsin function is also essential for LTH, which has previously been associated with gene expression and odorant-selective glomerular growth (Devaud et al., 2001; Sachse et al., 2007; Das et al., 2011; McCann et al., 2011) . Remarkably, syn 97 flies, which show no detectable STH, displayed normal reduction in the behavioral response after 4 d of EB exposure. Indeed LTH occurred at levels comparable to that of wild-type flies (Fig.  5A, Table 2 ).
Moreover, LTH-induced selective glomerular growth occurred in syn 97 mutants just as observed in control wild-type flies (Das et al., 2011) . In response to EB exposure, the EB-responsive glomeruli DM2 and DM5 increased in volume after 4 d of EB exposure, while the CO 2 -responsive V glomerulus remain unchanged (Fig. 5B) . These observations lead to two major conclusions. First, synapsin function, though essential in GABAergic LNs for short-term plasticity, is dispensable for long-term behavioral and structural plasticity. Second, for olfactory habituation, long-term memory can form in the absence of behaviorally measured shortterm memory.
Discussion
The defined neuronal network that mediates olfactory STH and LTH on Drosophila makes it an attractive system for attempts to understand circuit mechanisms of synaptic plasticity that underlie these forms of non-associative memory in vivo (Sachse et al., 2007; Das et al., 2011; Sudhakaran et al., 2012) . Observations presented here indicate the following: (1) that synapsindependent facilitation of GABA release from LNs underlies olfactory STH, (2) that this facilitation requires CaMKII kinase function in LNs, and (3) that LTH can form in the absence of STH. We discuss the evidence for and implications of these conclusions.
Synapsin phosphorylation-mediated GABA facilitation in LNs is necessary for STH
Previous studies have established the important roles for vertebrate and invertebrate synapsins in short-term synaptic plasticity (Rosahl et al., 1993 (Rosahl et al., , 1995 . Our conclusion that increased GABA release underlies olfactory STH is built on previous studies that have established the role of synapsin in synaptic vesicle mobilization and presynaptic facilitation Pieribone et al., 1995; Hilfiker et al., 1999) . Several in vivo and in vitro studies have provided evidence that synapsin phosphorylation and dephosphorylation regulate the effective size of different vesicle pools and thereby control neurotransmitter release. In the mollusks Aplysia californica and Helix pomatia/aspersa, the phosphorylation and redistribution of synapsin induced by the PKA or MAPK/Erk-pathways mediates short-term facilitation of transmitter release (Byrne and Kandel, 1996; Angers et al., 2002; Giachello et al., 2010) . In Drosophila larval neuromuscular junctions, post-tetanic potentiation of transmitter release requires synapsin function and is accompanied by mobilization of a reserve pool of synaptic vesicles (Kuromi and Kidokoro, 2000, 2002; Akbergenova and Bykhovskaia, 2007) . And in the mouse CNS, enhanced ERK signaling in the inhibitory neurons results in increased levels of synapsin-1 phosphorylation and enhanced GABA release from hippocampal interneurons (Cui et al., 2008) .
In context of these prior studies of synapsin, our observation that synapsin and its phosphorylation are necessary in GABAergic local interneurons for STH indicates that the facilitation of GABA release from LNs attenuates excitatory signals in the AL and thereby results in the reduced behavioral response, characteristic of habituation. The molecular reversibility of phosphorylation could potentially account for the spontaneous recovery of the olfactory response after STH. These in vivo observations on synapsin function constitute a substantial advance as they show that synapsin-mediated plasticity, usually observed in response ) fails to rescue the syn 97 defect for STH. Before and after odorant exposure are represented as light gray and dark gray bars, respectively, along with mean Ϯ SEM, N for each bar is 8 -11 sets (Table 1 ). ***p Ͻ 0.001 (Student's t test with Bonferroni correction). WT, wild-type.
to experimentally enforced electrophysiological stimulations, can underlie behavioral learning and memory induced by sensory experience. In addition, by placing these changes in an identified subpopulation of local inhibitory interneurons in the AL, they implicate presynaptic plasticity of LNs as a mechanism necessary for habituation and thereby substantially clarify a neural circuit mechanism for this form of nonassociative memory.
CaMKII regulates synapsin phosphorylation and STH
A significant question is how synapsin phosphorylation is regulated in vivo for synaptic plasticity and how this contributes to altered circuit function that underlies behavioral learning. This has been difficult to address for two reasons: first, due to the complexity and potential promiscuity of kinase signaling pathways, and second, this requires not only the identification of neurons that show synapsin-dependent plasticity, but also concurrent understanding of the circuit functions of these neurons and their postsynaptic target(s) in vivo. The latter has been a particular challenge in neural networks for behavioral memory. For instance, although synapsin-and S6/S533-dependent odor-reward memory trace localized to the MBs (Michels et al., 2011) , the downstream targets of the MB to mediate learned behavior are only beginning to be unraveled. This makes it difficult to comprehensively interpret the complex role of synapsin in associative memory illustrated by the finding that 3 min memory and anesthesia-sensitive 2 h memory require synapsin, whereas 5 h memory and anesthesia-resistant 2 h memory do not (Knapek et al., 2010) . In the Drosophila neural circuit that underlies olfactory habituation, we present evidence that is most parsimoniously explained by a model in which CaMKII regulates synapsin phosphorylation in GABAergic LNs of the AL, neurons that are known to inhibit projection neurons that transmit olfactory input to higher brain centers.
Our in vivo CaMKII studies not only show the requirement of its function in olfactory habituation, but also demonstrate that the predominant form of synapsin, which arises from pre-mRNA editing (Diegelmann et al., 2006) , is a potent substrate for CaMKII. Thus, expression of an inhibitory CaMKII peptide in neurons not only reduces (yet does not abolish) the S6-phosphorylated form of synapsin detected using S6 phosphospecific antibody, it also blocks olfactory habituation, thereby providing experimental evidence for presynaptic function of CaMKII. These findings provide in vivo support for the original model of Greengard et al. (1993) and Menegon et al. (2002) that proposed the primacy of CaMKII regulation of synapsin function; however, the structural basis for this regulation may be slightly different as invertebrate synapsins lack the D domain found on mammalian homologs that appear to be the major targets of CaMKII-dependent synapsin phosphorylation.
Our conclusions on the role of CaMKII must be qualified in two ways. First, though we show tight correlations between CaMKII phosphorylation of synapsin and the protein's function in STH, our data fall short of establishing causality. Second, we have not been able to directly demonstrate that odorant exposure that induces STH results in CaMKII-dependent synapsin phosphorylation in LNs. Attempts to address the latter issue failed because of technical difficulties in using phospho-specific antibodies for in vivo immunohistochemistry. Finally, although we propose that CaMKII phosphorylation is necessary for synapsin function during STH, it remains possible that other additional kinases, e.g., PKA and CaMKI (Knapek et al., 2010; Diegelmann et al., 2013) , also contribute to synapsin regulation in vivo required for STH.
Long-term memory without short-term memory
Several studies have discriminated between mechanisms of shortterm and long-term memory (STM and LTM) formation. Most have focused on the distinctive requirement for protein synthesis in LTM and have not established whether STM is a necessary step in the formation of LTM or whether STM and LTM arise via distinctive, if partially overlapping molecular pathways (Kandel, 2001; Bailey et al., 2004) . However, a few reports describe experimental perturbations that greatly reduce STM, without altering LTM.
In cultured sensorimotor synapses, which provide a surrogate model for behavioral sensitization in Aplysia, Emptage and Carew (1993) showed that synaptic application of a selective 5-HT receptor antagonist blocked short-term facilitation while leaving long-term facilitation unaffected. In contrast, somatic application of the same antagonist selectively blocked long-term facilitation. This showed that long-term synaptic plasticity, though triggered by similar inputs (5-HT in this case), can progress through a pathway that does not require short-term plasticity (Emptage and Carew, 1993) .
In mammalian systems, Izquierdo et al. showed that a variety of pharmacological infusions into the hippocampal CA1 region or in entorhinal/ parietal cortex inhibited STM without affecting LTM of a shock avoidance memory task (Izquierdo et al., 1998 (Izquierdo et al., , 1999 (Izquierdo et al., , 2002 Vianna et al., 2000; Sanderson et al., 2009) . In Drosophila, different isoforms of A-kinase anchor protein (AKAP) interacts with cAMP-PKA and play a distinct role in the formation of STM and LTM Zhao et al., 2013) . While these studies indicate that LTM is not built on STM, they do not rule out the possibility that they share an early common synaptic mechanism, but differ in subsequent mechanisms of consolidation, which occur in anatomically distinct brain regions.
Our current observations on the absolute requirement for synapsin in STH but not LTH extend a model in which LTM can be encoded without transition through STM, particularly because STH and LTH involve different timescales of plasticity in the very same olfactory neurons. In the simple learning circuit for STH and LTH, we interpret our observations in a biochemical model illustrated in Figure 6 . While both STH and LTH occur through potentiation of iLN-PN synapses, we propose that while the signaling mechanisms for short-and long-term synaptic plasticity diverge before the stage of synapsin phosphorylation in GABAergic local interneurons. Thus, odorant exposure results in the activation of key signaling molecules such as PKA and CaM-KII in LNs required for both forms of olfactory habituation. However, the kinases affect STH through synapsin phosphorylation, which results in a rapid but transient increase in evoked GABA release. Meanwhile, the same signaling molecules also participate in the activation of translational and/or transcriptional control machinery, which act, on a slower timescale, to cause the formation of additional GABAergic synapses that persist stably for much longer periods of time.
The unusual behavioral state, in which an animal is unable to form an STM but capable of longer term memory may have some clinical significance. Recently, a comprehensive mouse model for (7) Down syndrome, which is trisomic for ϳ92% of the human chromosome 21, was shown to have defective STM of novel object recognition, while still showing normal LTM in this task, which is conceptually similar to behavioral habituation (Morice et al., 2008) . Thus, we suggest that further studies may eventually identify several other molecules which, like synapsin, are selectively necessary for short-term but not for long-term memory.
